February 2017
Newsletter
Welcome to another edition of Mycologist
News, the UK Fungus Day Special Edition!
2016 was the fourth year that BMS celebrated UK Fungus Day, and it continues to be a successful celebration of all things fungal, bringing enthusiasts, academics, families, and educators together to
raise awareness of fungi and fungal biology in the
public arena.
The UK Fungus Day, Special Edition, includes reports and photographs from a selection of the fantastic events that were held across the country
around UK Fungus Day weekend, a big thank you to
those who took the time to write us their reports and
send their photos!
We are grateful to all who support UK Fungus
Day, from our event organisers and volunteers, to
those championing us on Social Media and everyone
in between. We are looking forward to hearing about
all the events that are being planned nationwide for
UKFD 2017.
UK Fungus Day 2017 will be held on the weekend of the 7/8th October 2017. Why not get involved
and celebrate the wonders of fungi and all that they
do for us!
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Forward by Dr Ali Ashby
Thank you again to all of our regular
supporters of UK Fungus Day and
‘welcome’ and thank you to those
who joined us for the first time in
2016. We are delighted to report
that for the fourth year running, our
flagship outreach event kick started
the Royal Society of Biology’s
‘Biology week’ with over 85 events
taking place on and around the UK
Fungus Day celebratory weekend of
8-9th October. Seventy five events
were listed on our website, with others advertising their events independently but using the
#ukfungusday hashtag on social media. The events varied from fungus
walks, school competitions and outdoor learning events for adults and
children; artistic workshops and
large scale public engagement activities, with several businesses offering
special deals on fungus products for
‘UK Fungus Day’. We could not have
achieved this remarkable degree of
success without your continued support and commitment to raising the
profile of fungi in the public arena.
Thank you!
The BMS took on a work experience
student for a week over the summer

to learn more about fungal science
communication. The Year 10 student shadowed our Social Media &
Outreach Officer, Megan Scully and
together they prepared a sketch pad
video ‘Thank Fungi For That’. The
video was launched on the UK Fungus Day YouTube channel on the
eve of UK Fungus Day weekend and
received over 200 views.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=eZtzhAfa8gU&app=desktop
We were also delighted to have support for UK Fungus Day from PLOS
(Public Library of Science) who
pulled together some of the most
exciting publications in fungal science from open access journals this
year and compiled ‘A slice of PLOS –
A fungus among us’ in celebration
of UK Fungus Day:

http://blogs.plos.org/
biologue/2016/09/30/slice-of-plos-a
-fungus-among-us/

Continued

Continued Forward from Dr Ali Ashby
This year we were able to offer event
organisers a more comprehensive
range of BMS and UK Fungus Day
merchandise as well as resources to
support UKFD events, many of which
were downloadable from our website. Thanks again to Ann Miller who
supplied almost 2000 oyster spawn
kits for our events this year Thank
you again Ann for your continued
support!

made great strides this year in engagement with external organisations.

It was fantastic to see that so many
of our event organisers were using
social media platforms to publicise
their own events this year. During
UK Fungus Day weekend alone; we
reached over 24,000 people on Twitter and 5,500 people on Facebook.

Contact megan@britmycolsoc.info or
contact us via

We are very grateful to everyone who
completed feedback forms or wrote
reports and sent us photos. We were
pleased to see so many photos of
volunteers wearing the UK Fungus
Day T-shirt! We have compiled your
stories in the following report.

Dr Ali Ashby

Each year, through our outreach programmes, we strive to make new
connections, further raising awareness of the fungal kingdom and the
role fungi play in our world. We have

A further development for the outreach arm is a UK Fungus Day Blog
which launched shortly after UK Fungus Day and provides content from
all who share a passion for fungi,
from teachers and educators, artists
and chefs through to enthusiasts
and academics.

ukfungusday@britmycolsoc.info if
you are planning to organise an
event for UKFD17. We value your
committed support!

Chair of BMS Education & Outreach

President Introduction by Dr Pieter Van West
My research laboratory at the University
of Aberdeen investigates the biology of
oomycetes, also often called watermoulds or “Stramenopile fungi”. Oomycetes can infect plants, algae, fungi, animals and even other oomycetes. The animal pathogenic oomycetes that we study
in the lab include species from the genera Saprolegnia (on salmonids), Aphanomyces (on carps), and Halioticida (on abalone), which are all important pathogens
in aquaculture industries. The plant
pathogenic watermoulds under investigation are Phytophthora species and several Pythium species and the algal pathogens include Eurychasma, Olpidiopsis
and Anisolpidium species. Collectively,
the group of oomycetes represents one
of the most important biotic threat to
global food security. Indeed, watermoulds, are responsible for economic
damages of tens of billions pounds annually. However, very little is known about
the molecular biology of these pathogens
and how to control them. In general, our
research is multidisciplinary and is often
directed towards taxonomy, ecology, epidemiology, biochemistry, immunology,
cellular and molecular biology and especially host interactions to understand
and unravel fundamental molecular processes in oomycetes, to detect important
and essential molecular targets, and to
utilise these targets to develop novel
control strategies.
I started my mycology career in the Netherlands where I obtained a BSc degree in
1992, an MSc degree in 1993 and a PhD

degree in 1998, all in molecular plant pathology at the Wageningen University.
During this time, I gained experience in
developing molecular tools and conducting molecular studies with Phytophthora
infestans, also known as the Irish potato
famine pathogen. My studies resulted in
the discovery of a novel gene-silencing
phenomenon called inter-nuclear gene
silencing. The PhD-research was supervised by Prof. Francine Govers in the Laboratory of Phytopathology. Prof. Pierre
de Wit was promoter of my PhD studies.
After completion of my post-grad studies, I started a post-doc position studying
electrotaxis in zoospores of Phytophthora and Pythium in the Aberdeen Fungal
Group headed by Prof. Neil Gow at the
University of Aberdeen. Neil was president of the BMS from 2003-2004 and is
currently president of the Microbiology
Society.that aims to help developing a
sustainable aquaculture industry, by
studying the key limiting factors, which
includes for example fish diseases.also
these fascinating but at the same time
devastating organisms. I am looking forward to the next two years and hope to
see you at one of our BMS events in the
near future.

Professor Dr. Ir. Pieter van
West
President of the BMS

Buckinghamshire Fungal Group UKFD Report
We had high hopes for our display today, having put
in considerably more planning, time, effort, resources
(thanks to a grant from the BMS) and advertising compared to previous similar events. The one thing which
can’t be planned for, however, is the most important component: a suitable supply of specimens which of necessity
need collecting only a day or so beforehand. This challenging aspect kept those of us involved on tenterhooks.
Would there be enough rain to keep the fungi fruiting?
Would it keep dry just beforehand to ensure fruitbodies
didn’t rot or spoil before we could set them out? Would
enough group members go out and collect for us? Last but
certainly not least: would the public come in enough numbers to justify all this effort and worry?
Lady Luck ticked all the boxes! The day was a great
success and the event was by far our best by a long way.
As usual it was down to the faithful few (Derek Schafer,
myself and our team of six helpers) who with Mike Palmer
from the Museum set everything up on the day ready to
open at 11.00. With our UK Fungus Day Tshirts and BFG
badges in place, we were all set to welcome our first visitors. We had collections of well over 100 different species
all labelled with Latin and common names, also – new this
year – genus information sheets and individual information sheets for all the good edible and poisonous species, a feature which went down really well and attracted
much comment.
Derek’s microscope corner attracted much interest
together with his TV powerpoint rotating loop of members’ fungi photos. He was soon kept busy explaining
about sporeprints, how to make them and why, and of
course demonstrating what can be seen with a microscope
and its importance as a tool in fungal identification.

Buckinghamshire Fungal Group UKFD Report
The public had been invited to bring in their own
specimens for identification and this proved very popular, especially when their specimens were then added to
the display table. A number of species new to the display
were brought in this way and though we already had one
prize Giant Puffball on show we were delighted when an
even bigger one appeared to the disbelief of many who’d
never seen anything quite like it. Several children were
excited and delighted (as were their parents!) to be given
the opportunity to hold it and have their photos taken.
The children’s corner was popular, with colouring, a
mushroom collage, badge making and – another innovation for us this year - plentiful pots of Play-doh for making model mushrooms. This kept everyone happy, including parents, and it had all been used up by the end.
Apart from a lull at lunchtime there was a pleasing
buzz about the room with never a dull moment and far
more people attending than we’d had at previous events
which was very gratifying. All the BMS handouts, leaflets
and free Oyster mushroom spawn had gone by 4.00
which arrived at surprising speed and the grand clear-up
was completed without too much hassle though we were
all somewhat hoarse and fairly exhausted by this stage.
All in all we were well satisfied with how everything
went, and a big thank you is due to our valiant team of
helpers, to the County Museum for housing the event and
to the BMS for their supply of free goodies and also funding to buy equipment. The day would not have been possible without the support from all these various sources.

Written By Penny Cullington
Buckinghamshire Fungus Group
UK Fungus Day Display & Mushroom Magic
October 8th 2016

Bywyd Gwyllt Glaslyn Wildlife Report

It was a fine dry afternoon and also quite warm. Not much rain had fallen in the last
couple of days, nevertheless, under the expert guidance of genial Cynan Jones (from
The Mushroom Garden) and the eagle eye of some enthusiastic foragers we were hopeful of finding a reasonable number of fungi in this beautiful ancient woodland. The
woodland itself has a canopy mainly of sessile oak with birch as sub-dominant, rowan
and a few beech trees, producing a rich leaf mould beneath the trees, which should
support numerous fungi. Hopefully!
Autumn is the perfect time to rustle through fallen leaves and find mushrooms and
toadstools! On Saturday, 8 October, UK National Fungi Day, over 30 fungi enthusiasts,
including two young families, gathered for BGGW’s fungi forage. at Hafod Garegog
woodland.
We were not disappointed! By the end of the walk, we had gathered 20 fungi (this
did not include six different coloured Russulas). A great forage!
Two of the group volunteered to carry Cynan’s baskets. Gwyneth was responsible
for carrying all the edible fungi foraged; Penny Bun or Cep or Porcini (Boletus edulus),
Chanterelle or Girole (Cantharelius cibarius), Hedgehog fungus or Pied de mouton
(Hydnum repandum) and finally the Hen of the Woods (Grifola frondosa).
Maira was in charge of the second basket which included all the non-edible fungi,
such as, the Jelly Baby (Leotia lubrica) and Birch boletus (Leccinum scabrum). Also, the
macrofungi Sulphur tuft (Hypholoma fasciculare) made an appearance as did the Amethyst deceiver (Laccaria amethystea) and a number of other interesting fungi. This basket also contained three poisonous fungi, the Blusher (Amanita rubescens), Brown roll
rim (Paxillus involutus) and the scary named Death Cap (Amanita phalloides).

Bywyd Gwyllt Glaslyn Wildlife Report

Cynan was at pains to emphasise how dangerous some fungi were – and how cautious
we needed to be as there are many fungi that can deceive the forager! He showed us a
mushroom that looked deliciously edible, but had enough poison in a small slice to kill
thirty people. It pays to listen to the experts! In fact, the aptly named Death Cap is the
deadliest of all fungi, a lethal dose being as little as 20g!
The walk lasted a little under two hours, but the day was not over yet! Cynan invited us
to visit his Mushroom Garden where he gave us an interesting and entertaining talk
about his own mushroom enterprise. He showed us how he grew shiitake and oyster
mushrooms – including a bright pink variety of the latter – in large storage containers
on site. We also had an opportunity to taste a range of seasonings that Cynan and his
wife June have developed. As it grew colder and the afternoon drew to a close, Cynan
cooked up a fungi fest – our own freshly gathered porcini and chanterelle mushrooms
delicately fried in butter. Magnificent! A perfect end to the day.

Written by Heather Corfield
Brywyd Gwyllt Glaslyn Wildlife
Led by Cynan Jones (The Mushroom Garden)

Cambridge Science Centre UKFD Report
Cambridge Science Centre hosted a successful UK Fungus Day event on Sunday 9 October,
with hands-on activities and crafts throughout
the day, special demos, free goodie bags to take
home, plus two ‘Fantastic Fungus Facts’ talks
from fungal expert Dr Ali Ashby.
Here’s an outline of the day:
All-day activities:
● Spore print challenge - match the spore print
to the mushroom ● Badge making (craft activity) ● Plant pot fungi (craft activity)
Timed events (each occurring twice):
● Watch a fungus fizz (demo of yeast) ● Make
your favourite fungus (mushrooms made from
modelling clay, to take home) ● Expert talk on
‘Fantastic Fungus Facts’ talks from fungal expert Dr Ali Ashby.
Goodie bags for each child including:
● Grown your own oyster mushroom spore kits
● UK Fungus Day wristband ● Field Fungus
Guide ● Ruler/magnifying glass ● Fungus facts
leaflet ● BMS bookmarks
Facts and figures:
● The event ran from 10:00 - 17:00 ● Approximately 87 visitors during that time ● Approximately 35 goodie bags given away.

Cornwall Fungal Recording Group UKFD Report

UK Fungus Day in Cornwall this
year was held at Lanhydrock estate
with the support of the National Trust.
A marquee with tables and chairs and
an electric supply was conveniently
placed near the café and car parks,
with large numbers of people passing
by .
Members of the Cornwall Fungus
Recording Group brought a wide range
of species for display, there were photos and a Power Point program showing many of the local fungi. Leaflets
kindly provided by the BMS were very
popular, especially the one showing a
selection of commonly found fungi.
There was a craft corner for the
children where they enjoyed making
badges and models of fungi to take
home. They particularly seemed to enjoy the forays though , delighting in

their finds especially those with the
most dramatic names like poison pie
and deadmen’s fingers etc.

Forays into the beech woods close
to the marquee were very well attended, there were plenty of interesting
fungi to see despite the dry weather.
Feed back form those attending suggested we split large groups up making it easier for people to see and hear.
However it was a more successful day
than last year with many more people
enjoying the forays and displays and
having a chance discuss fungi with
group members.

Written By: Pauline Penna
Cornwall Fungal Group
Lanhydrock Estate

Halifax Scientific Society UKFD Report

Another brilliant day out with the HSS, in search of fungi of all
kinds on National Fungus Day. One of the highlights was seeing the
beautiful and very rare violet coral. Thanks to Peachysteve for leading, identifying dozens of species and showing us how to use the
waxcap keys.

Herefordshire Fungus Survey Group

A celebration of everything mycological. Run by the Herefordshire Fungus Survey
Group there was a rolling programme of 'fungal walks' throughout the day. In addition,
there was a display of named fungi, PowerPoint presentations and the chance for specimens to be brought in for identification.
This year the event was held at Queenswood Arboretum at the same time as the
h.Energy Hub Autumn Festival was on the same site.
There was a steady stream of interested visitors to the displays, some of whom
would now like to come on our organized public forays! However the take up of the
‘fungal walks’ was, as in previous years, a little disappointing. There was an advantage
in the fact that the h.Energy Hub Autumn Festival was going on at the same time in the
same place.

We had around
200 attendees,
about 100
more than last
year! We would
definitely hold
an event again!

Leistershire Study Fungi Group UKFD Report

Our event was once more held in the foyer of one of
the mansion blocks in the University of Leicester Botanic Gardens. We mounted a table display of fresh
fungi, with a separate display of lichens and lichenderived products, all from the private collection of
Ivan Pedley who we thank for his enthusiastic support
of the event. We also thank Peter Sykes for his beautiful photographs, mounted on two separate display
boards.

wood. It was easily photographed but hard to collect
for display without a handsaw!

The star of our show was brought in late in the morning by one of our members, collected from a local
church-yard on a horse-chestnut stump. It was a most
beautiful group of the orange and yellow Pluteus aurantiorugosus, regarded as nationally rare and having
a southern distribution. It caused a stir among the
mycologists present but the public visitors regarded it
We had found the autumn of 2016 to be rather unpro- as just another toadstool and were more absorbed by
ductive with most sites very dry, to the extent that the collections of King Alfred’s Cakes and Dead Man’s Finlocal clay soils were rock-hard and showing shrinkage gers.
cracks. However, after diligent searching we were able
Once again we found that national publicity and varito mount a good display of fresh fungi, though almost
ous local web-sites announcing National Fungus Day
all were those arising from wood, either on living trees
just did not seem to get through to the public, and
or on old stumps and fallen wood. As usual the most
almost all our visitors were those making casual visits
prolific was Sulphur Tuft, Hypholoma fasciculare,
to the Botanic Gardens. Fortunately the weather was
which looks so beautiful when in situ, but loses so
good and as in previous years there were two busy
much of its attraction when laid out on a display taperiods, just before mid-day, and then in midble. We had a few mycorrhizal fungi, such as Earthafternoon, with an estimated fifty to sixty or so visiballs, which can extract moisture from the roots of the
tors in each, giving us an estimated total attendance
trees with which they associate. The few Russulaceae
of up to about 120. A good number stayed to chat
species that we found were too old or shrivelled to be
about fungi for some time, with lots of questions, so
out on display, but we included some small specimens
our helpers were kept quite busy promoting our local
of Lactarius glyciosmus and L. quietus for their distincfungi.
tive smells.
As always we were very grateful to the Botanic GarSpecies that were unusual, and seldom collected indens management for permission to hold the event
cluded a good specimen of Abortiporus biennis, the
and for help with access to the building and provision
Blushing Rosette, found growing from the base of a
of tables and a supply of refreshments.
living beech trunk. Even more unusual was a fresh
specimen of Inonotus hispidus, known as the Shaggy
Bracket, though I much prefer the old name of Wet
Written by Richard Iliffe
Carpet. This large bracket fungus, which is usually
seen some 10 metres above ground on ash tree
Leistershire Study Fungi Group
trunks, was found in perfect condition on fallen ash

Maple Lodge Conservation Society UKFD Report

•
•

•
•
•

We had 30 people attend our event and they went out in 3 guided
groups to look for fungi on the reserve.
Over 20 different types of fungi were found. Some could be identified, but others required more detailed examination or more expertise than we had available on the day.
Everyone enjoyed the day, even though it was somewhat curtailed
by a heavy rain shower halfway through.
All the brochures provided by the British Mycological Society were
very useful and much appreciated. Thank you!
Would we run a similar event in the future? ... Definitely!

Maple Lodge Conservation Society
UK Fungus Day—Walk and Talk

National Botanic Garden of Wales UKFD Report

534 visitors turned up for UK Fungus Day
on 9 October 2016, a record number for a mycological event in the Garden. 151 of these belonged to a family group – anyone dressed as
an elf or fairy were allowed in a for free and
around 20-30 children and adults took up this
offer. Around 10 volunteers helped the organiser Bruce Langridge run the day, and there were
two paid staff members from the Garden’s Education Department to run family activities.

featuring over 40 species collected from 3 different locations in Carmarthenshire, and run by
members of the Carmarthenshire Fungus
Group. These fruiting bodies were mounted onto paper plates onto which the Latin name was
written. The display was positioned at the main
visitor entrance of the Great Glasshouse so that
virtually every visitor looked at this table and
most talked to enthusiasts who manned the
stall. It was noticeable who certain species drew
more attention and questions than others The event ran from 10am – 4pm and the
Mutinus caninus,
Laccaria amethystine,
weather was sunny
Oudemansiella mucida, Crucibulum leave, LeuThere were 3 fungi themed walks attended copaxillus giganteus, Chlorophyllum sp. and Hyin total by 60 people.
grocybe conica.
Grassland Fungi – leader David Mitchel
Tree Lichen and Fungi - leader Ray Woods
A display of mycological drawings and
English and Welsh Names of Fungi – lead- books of Beatrix Potter also attracted a great
er Bruce Langridge.
deal of interest. This was created by a nonMost of the UK Fungus Day social activity mycologist using material from Garden’s litook place in the Garden’s Great Glasshouse, brary. There were demonstrations of woodturning fungi sculptures, displays of fungi
the world’s biggest single span glasshouse.
made of felt and of over 50 stitchworks depictThere was a fungal fruiting body display ing fungi found in Wales.
th

National Botanic Garden of Wales UKFD Report
There were stalls selling fungi and fairy related greetings cards
and ephemera, face painting, family activities focussing on creating
fungi and fairy based wooden objects which were either placed in fungi
-rich woodland (known as Fairy Woods) decorated with fairy doors, fungi sculptures and a fungi themed model village. A specially made trail
leaflet for Fairy Woods invited children to look for fungi as well as fairy
related objects.
In the Garden’s Oriel Yr Ardd Gallery, there was also a display of
microscopic photography by Pembrokeshire Fungus Recoding Network’s Mike Crutchley, and in the Garden’s Theatr Botanica, a day long
film show of YouTube sourced short films about fungi – this included
the brand new Thank Fungi for That film.
A great recording benefit of the day is that it yielded a first record of Trichoglossum walteri, a relatively rare species of earthtongue
fungus, on a waxcap-rich sheep pasture that has previously had 39 other CHEG species recorded on it. Many people have been looking for
earthtongues on this meadow for years without success.
The feedback on the UK Fungus Day event was great, mainly focussing on the accessibility of the activities for a diverse audience of all
ages and abilities. Virtually all visitors to the fungal fruiting body table
were amazed that such a wide variety of fungi could be found locally.
One mother came back three weeks later and reported that her 5 year
old son, who’d come on one of the guided walks, hadn’t stopped badgering her since to go and look for fungi in their local woods.
We gave out most items that were sent to us, mainly from our
family activity tables. The T-shits were good, large size allowed us to
wear them over other clothes although with coats on. We bagged up
several items and gave them out in the BMS bags – over 40. We had
more make your own mushroom kits left over so we gave the rest of
these out three weeks later to visitors who came to our autumnal halfterm family activity sessions. The rulers with lenses on were really useful on our fruiting body table.

Written By Bruce Langridge
National Botanic Garden of Wales

Pembrokeshire Fungal Recording Network UKFD ReThe PFRN UK fungus day event was held at Orielton Field Centre
on Saturday 8th October. A fairly dry spell of weather in the
weeks leading up to the event meant fewer fungi were fruiting
than usual for this time of the year. In spite of this we had good
support from our regular members and excellent weather in
contrast to the previous year's event.
This year we were extremely fortunate to have Dr. Slavomir
Adamčík as our guest expert. Slavomir, a Senior Researcher at
the Slovak Academy of Sciences, was visiting Aberystwyth University where he was pursuing studies into certain groups of
fungi from the waxcap-grassland assemblage.
Just prior to the start of the event Slavomir checked a patch of
lawn which at first glance was unpromising due to excessive
grass length - a product of our warm and wet summer. However,
he pulled a rabbit out of the hat with a collection of Clavaria
amoenoides - a rarely recorded species with just 6 UK records in
the national database, 2 of them from Pembrokeshire.
One section of broadleaved woodland proved especially rewarding: initially yielding several waxcap species including the bitter
tasting Hygrocybe mucronella. Slavomir was delighted to find a
collection of Fanvault fungi (Camarophyllopsis/Hodophilus species) which was the target group for his research. He returned
to the same spot later in the day and with diligent searching
ended up with 7 collections probably representing 5 different
species from the two genera. We can expect some very interesting records for Orielton when the DNA sequences are evaluated
and results published.
We extend our thanks to our hosts for welcoming the party and
proving hot drinks and home made biscuits at lunchtime, and
are especially grateful to Slavomir for sharing his expertise with
us.

Written by: David Harris
Pembrokeshire Fungal Recording Network

Aberdeen Science Centre UKFD Report

Aberdeen’s UK Fungus Day was held on Sunday
9th October at Aberdeen Science Centre, which
has a family audience. Aberdeen Science Centre
hosts a semi-permanent exhibition called the
“Kingdom of Fungi”, developed in collaboration
with the Aberdeen Fungal Group (University of
Aberdeen). This exhibition portrays fungi’s incredible diversity from mushrooms, to moulds
and pathogens. It features several activities suitable for different ages, including a jigsaw showing
what fungi look like below the surface, a giant
mushroom photo-booth and an interactive 2-D
human manikin showing fungi’s main sites of
infection. Using the exhibition as a backdrop and
a hook, we run three different events.
“Meet the experts” stand, with several members
of Aberdeen Fungal Group (MRC Centre for Medical Mycology, University of Aberdeen) chatting to
the public about the big challenges we face to
combat pathogenic fungi. The stand had activities for a range of different ages: microscopes to
look at slides/petri dishes of moulds and pathogenic fungi; two video game apps (on iPads)
called “Fungal Invaders” and “Killer Fungus: Evo-

lution”, where players have to shoot invading
fungi using multiple drugs, or equip a fungus
with the attributes to evade the immune response, respectively; colouring-in sheets and play
-dough to make mushrooms, to keep the younger
ones entertained while researchers were chatting
to the adults. This stand was very popular with
children of all ages, they especially liked the iPad
games!
“Kingdom of Fungi” hands-on workshop, delivered by Dr Sonia Watson (Aberdeen Science Centre). Participants explored what fungi are and
how we use them in everyday life. They learned
that fungi are living organisms by giving baker’s
yeast everything they need to live and observing
the creation of carbon dioxide by the yeast over
the course of the workshop. Participants also explored all the parts of a mushroom using microscopes to dissect the mushrooms. Although attendance was low, all participants expressed that
they had enjoyed the workshops and learned
that fungi were more interesting than they first
thought!

Aberdeen Science Centre UKFD Report

Talk on “Fungi: good guys or rotters?” delivered by Professor Neil Gow and Professor Ian
Stansfield (University of Aberdeen). This talk
provided an overview on the diversity of fungi
and how they can have both a positive and
negative impact on our lives. The speakers
showed their own shopping bag, containing
different foods produced using fungi, from the
well-known (bread and beer) to the less obvious ones (fizzy drinks, wine gums, soy sauce,
etc). Participants were also able to smell samples containing grape juice, grape juice with
added alcohol, or wine, learning that yeast not
only contributes alcohol to wine production
but also different smells/flavours. This talk
was for an adult audience.
The number of visitors for the whole Science
Centre was 133. This is not a great turn-out,
however it was a beautiful sunny day and on
such occasions people in Aberdeen opt for
outdoor activities.

Cambridge University Botanic Gardens UKFD ReCambridge University Botanic Gardens
supported UK Fungus Day with two adult
learning courses. The first course was ‘An
Introduction to Mycology’ session for beginners and the second, which followed on
from the first and made use of fresh specimens collected, was a two day ‘Fungi Art
Illustration’ course.
I ran the first course on Monday 10th
October which conveniently gave me time
on ‘UK Fungus Day’ morning to collect a
few specimens from our local area before
heading off to the Cambridge Science Centre event. Thankfully I found a great diversity of fresh specimens to display which
illustrated some of the key features of the
macro fungi.
The theme of my session was ‘What
are fungi and how have fungal associations
with plants shaped our world?’ The session
began with an introduction to fungi; fungal
biology, fungi through history and what
fungi do for us’(I plan to make the
‘Introduction to Mycology’ presentation
available for use in teaching through the
BMS Education pages). We then covered
some basic practical skills for the beginner,
looking at different macro fruit bodies,
Yeasts and micro fungi (Powdery mildew,
rusts and bread mould) using microscopes
and hand lenses.

Cambridge University Botanic Gardens UKFD Re-

We learnt about identification tools such
as spore print and colour and other methods for identifying fungi in the field. I was
able to trial our new BMS resources for
the fungus enthusiast (which will appear
shortly on the BMS Education pages). It
was great to get a chance to share a few
anecdotes and talk science with people
who were really keen to learn more. The
second part of the session focussed on
fungi on plants through history and how
over the last 500 million years fungi and
their association with plants has dramatically shaped our world, both beneficially
and detrimentally; from supporting our
garden plants and forest trees, facilitating
the evolution of the Orchid family (the
largest plant family with over 25,000 species worldwide) through to slowing down
the rate of coal deposition at the end of
the Carboniferous (thanks to lignin perox-

idases produced by the white rots) and
today where fungi are responsible for over
seventy percent of all plant diseases……….we covered it all and I think everyone enjoyed the experience.
The session concluded with a discussion
of the recycling capabilities of fungi and a
demonstration of how to grow oyster
mushrooms on toilet rolls. I set up a
demonstration of the different stages of
development of oyster mushrooms on toilet rolls- which came in handy for the illustration course the following day! Everyone went home with a goody bag with
their own oyster kits to have a go at growing their own oyster mushrooms at home.

Written By: Ali Ashby
Cambridge University Botanic Gardens

WWT London Wetland Centre UKFD Report
It’s been something of a late start for
fungi this year and I must admit, I
was a little worried a couple
of weeks before the walks, checking
old brackets and crusts to bump up
the species list and praying for rain!
Happily, things got going a few days
before the walks.
I spoke about my interest in fungi,
what it is, what it does and why it’s
basically awesome! (in a nutshell)

We saw a reasonably fresh Giant Puffball (Calvatia gigantean) as well as
one from last year
to get some extreme spore action!
Other species we spotted included
Bleached Brittlegill (Russula exalbicans), Earthfan (Thelephora penicillata),
Hairy Earthtongue (Trichoglossum hirsutum), Poisionpie (Hebeloma crustuliniforme), Pancake Crust
(Perenniporia meridionalis) and Garland Roundhead (Stropharia coronilla).

As I’ve found previously, the demographic of the attendees generally fitted the bill of interested fungal
As ever, the Oyster mushroom kits
newcomers.
went down a treat (thank you!). The
afternoon walk endedwith a visitor
I enjoyed showing Fluted birds asking what the white balls she kept
nest (Cyathus striatus), Cannonball digging up in her garden with a foul
fungus (Sphaerobolus stellatus)
smelling,
and Holly Speckle (Trochila ilicina) to slimy interior were. Stinkhorn’s are
comments of ‘I can’t believe that’s rather wonderful but not sure I’d like
fungus, I’d never have noticed it!’
too many of them in my little London
garden!
We talked a bit about edibility, toxicity (always popular topics!) plus foraging laws and conservation.
I used Russula and Bolete to talk
about all the different features of the
fruiting body and other
things to consider to help determine
an ID.

Catherine Beazley
London Wetlands Centre WWT

Manchester Fungal Infection Group UKFD Report

Manchester Fungal Infection Group celebrates diversity of fungal science and marks
25 years of Fungal Infection Trust
On the 29th October the Manchester Fungal Infection Group partcipated in the The
University of Manchester’s ‘Science Spectacular’ at the Manchester Museum. Adopting
the theme ‘Fungi: Friend or Foe’ a 14-strong team of scientists (plus family and friends)
used experiments, video games, posters, and films to convey the importance of fungi in
all walks of life on earth. An FIT-sponsored, environmentally-friendly, balloon race
designed to exemplify airborne fungal spores as the cause of fungal lung disease
attracted 300 entrants and helped to heighten public awareness of fungal lung disease.

Written by Dr Elaine Bignell

Leith Hill Fungus Festival — UKFD Event
The Surrey Hills area of the National Trust
celebrated National Fungus Day with a Fungus Festival on Leith Hill, Surrey. The event
was organised by Sophie Parker, National
Trust Ranger, and proved to be very popular. A bevy of NT volunteers helped set up
and run event.
Children enjoyed the usual ‘How the Amanita got its Spots’ activity’, a selection of different coloured balloons was provided together with a photo display illustrating the
diversity of the Amanita genus. Fungus
themed mask making and colouring-in
mushroom pictures kept the younger children amused.
Visitors had the option to follow a quiz trail
set out on the hill. This consisted of a series
of beautifully painted mushroom shaped
boards (courtesy of Sophie and the NT volunteers), each with a snippet of mycological
information attached. Both the paintings
and information were inspired by the content of the Mycokids pages on the BMS website. Educational material about the Fungus
Kingdom was on display; this included some
BMS information sheets as well as our own
material.
Two fungus walks were led by Vivien Hodge
and were well attended. A new twist was
added by providing visitors with pieces of
white wool of differing lengths. These represented fungal cords which started at one
log, depleted of nutrients by our imaginary
fungi, and headed out through the woodland
looking for more food.
The above activity was intended to show
just how incredibly long some fungal cords
can be, our woollen ones were up to 100m.
long; and just how important it is to leave
large logs lying on the ground, as some of
our cords never found a new food source!

Photos of cord forming fungi were shown to
the visitors but we did not find many examples of these on the day. Nevertheless the
activity was well received and the visitors
were suitably impressed by the amazing
abilities of fungi.
One visitor was delighted at the effect that
searching for and learning about fungi had
on her little girl. Apparently her daughter is
normally too shy to talk to anyone new but
happily chatted away and asked questions
throughout the whole walk, and of course
found plenty.
53 fungus species were recorded, with a
third of these being mycorrhizal (helper)
fungi. Conditions were very dry on the higher ground, where the soil is thin and dominated by scots pine and birch. Nevertheless
some of the tougher saprotrophs, such as
Trametes versicolor, Turkeytail, Trichaptum
abietinum, Purplepore Bracket, and both
Stereum hisutum, Hairy Curtain Crust, and S.
sanguinolentum, Bleeding Conifer Crust,
were found, along with a few Amanita fulva,
Tawny Grisette.
The wet flushes on the lower slopes of the
hill were inevitably much more productive.
Here we found many Milkcaps, Brittlegills
and Boletes, with a particularly large group
of Lactarius helvus, Fenugreek Milkcap. Other highlights included a colourful display of
Hypholoma lateritium, Brick Tuft, plenty of
Laccaria amethystina, Amethyst Deceiver,
and some Oudemansiella mucida, Porcelain
Fungus; the latter seems to have had a particularly good year in 2016, at least in the
Southern counties.

Written By Vivien Hodge

Gwent Fungus Group – UKFD Report
This was an afternoon event held at
Llandegfedd Reservoir Visitor Centre
near Pontypool, this was a new venue
for the event, some 20 people
attended.
We put on a large
demonstration of in excess of 60
named specimens which had been
collected previously. Photographs of
less commonly found specimens
showing the range of morphology of
fruit bodies were displayed on
stands, a rolling power point display
on the biology of fungi was projected
and
a competition, “Name that
Fungus,” in which names had to be
given to ten specimens, these could
be identified by careful observation
of the demonstration and
photographs. The person with the
most correct answers was given a
book token as a prize.

searching for fruit bodies. The walk
finished at about 4.45pm and the
afternoon ended by 5.30pm. We had
excellent feedback with most saying
how much they had greatly enjoyed
the afternoon. Some 8 or 9 people
left their email addresses since they
expressed a wish to join the Gwent
Fungus Group in 2017.

At 2.30pm after an introductory talk
about the place and role of fungi in
the natural world the attendees were
taken on a walk through the
woodlands on the site, points of
interest and characters used in
identification were discussed as
specimens were collected. At first
specimens were not plentiful but
soon we started to find more and the
group became enthused with

Written by Roger Evans

The centre proved to be an excellent
site, there was plenty of parking, and
staff were most helpful in directing
visitors to the correct meeting venue.
Those who wanted lunch before the
meeting were able to do so at the
excellent cafe. The woodland
provided a good range of specimens,
it is always nice to find some fly
agarics in good condition!

